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A pulsed gravitational wave wormhole generator system that teleports a human being through hyperspace from one location to another.
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Breakthrough brings 'Star Trek' teleport a step closer

By Steve Connor, Science Editor
Monday, 4 June 2007

Scientists have set a new record in sending information through thin air using the revolutionary technology of quantum teleportation - although Mr Spock may have to wait a little longer for a Scotty to beam him up with it.

A team of physicists has teleported data over a distance of 89 miles from the Canary Island of La Palma to the neighbouring island of Tenerife, which is 10 times further than the previous attempt at teleportation through free space.
'Jumper'-Style Teleportation Just Barely Possible

Friday, February 15, 2008
By Charles Q. Choi

The movie “Jumper,” opening Thursday, has a hero with the extraordinary power to teleport anywhere on Earth by imagining the place he wants to go.

As fantastic as teleportation seems, it can actually happen in the real world.

"The fact is that physicists have teleported things over miles," said Edward Farhi, the director of MIT's Center for Theoretical Physics. "It doesn't violate the laws of physics."

Click here to visit FOXNews.com's Natural Science Center.

There's a huge — or rather, very tiny — caveat, however.
Chinese Military has Conducted Successful Matter Teleportation Experiments

Topic started on 7-5-2005 @ 04:16 PM by koji_K

According to a research paper commissioned by the Air Force Research Laboratory, the DIA has translated peer-reviewed Chinese journal articles describing Military-overseen experiments into the teleportation of matter using mental power alone. Living organisms were teleported through sealed containers, as well as radio transmitters. The Chinese have (allegedly) sent radio signals into hyperspace, the fourth dimension, the beyond, or whatever you want to call it!
Video Clip from Star Trek, Season 1, Episode #5
Ponder...

If science can transport matter, why are we still obsessed with the MARC Record?
Transporter can be a model, but only if...
you think like Calvin & Hobbes and build a...
TRANSMOGRIFFIER
YOU STEP INTO THIS CHAMBER, SET THE APPROPRIATE DIALS, AND IT TURNS YOU INTO WHATEVER YOU'D LIKE TO BE.
LET'S GO EXPLORING!
Action #1

✓ Replace Ranganathan & Bush with Calvin & Hobbes as Official Library World Scientists/Artists
The Landscape
The Landscape
The Landscape
### Before Green Gables topic

**Also known as** Add other possible names for this topic edit

**Add description**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Add a Type</th>
<th>Contents: Written Work Book</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Publishing**

- **Written Work**
  - Author: Budge Wilson
  - Subjects: Coming of age, Prince Edward Island

- **Book**
  - Genre: Fiction

With the exception of Wikipedia summaries and some images the content on this page is typically distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution license or Public Domain.

---

**The Landscape**
The Landscape
The Landscape
The number of negative comments provided on the survey forms overwhelmingly exceeded positive ones.

Marshall Breeding
Perceptions 2008
Black Box

- Traditional ILS no longer advantageous or cost-effective
- 3 vendors - same problem as 3 individuals of a species
- Too slow to change, complex, expensive, can’t/won’t interoperate, small community
- Encourages a traditional library model and culture (closed & hierarchical)
Open Box

- OS ILSs like Evergreen provide richer/better way forward
- No single vendor owns code, but numerous support options
- Plug & play, less expensive, innovative, huge community growing every day
- Encourages a newer model & culture (open & collaborative)
Transmogrified

UPEI’s Evergreen Migration::IslandPines
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<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
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<td>Author</td>
<td>Kraus, Scott D.</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originator</td>
<td>edited by Scott D. Kraus and Rosalind M. Rolland.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780874023277</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>2007</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description</td>
<td>print xxviii, 543 p. 3</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects</td>
<td>Right whales = North Atlantic Ocean.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abstract**

The Urban Whale

EDITED BY SCOTT D. KRAUS AND ROSALIND M. ROLLER
SolrPAC, SoPAC, PatronPac?

Focus on mobile interface

Integrate/replace with OpenLibrary and Fedora

Duplicate library metadata and digital objects on users HD

Zotero integration
Action #2

✓ Run, don’t walk to the nearest OS ILS

✓ Ideally, the nearest OS consortial project

✓ Commit with money, staff & passion

✓ Change workflow - even when you don’t need to
Transmogrification #2

Traditional Journals & Big Deals
Black Box

- Vendors have institutions in a tight squeeze
- Vendors milking open access for MORE money
- Journals digital via big deals
- Vendors increase by 5%+
- Status quo budgets or cuts
- Only academics can break it
Open Box

- Cost of producing scholarly journals is going down
- Open Access having some impact, but not enough
- More journals returning to local production
- Open sharing of articles/data increases impact factor
Wiley Made an Extra

$700,000,000
in Revenue for FY 2008

36% Increase in 1 year
74% for STMS revenue alone
What If?

You Paid $1,000 / year for heating oil...

and

on Jan 1st Oil Inc. (only supplier around) raised that by 2000%... just when your pay was cut by 10%

What would you do?
Find a new oil supplier

and put everything in the...
Transmogrified

UPEI’s IslandScholar
Antioxidants and free radical scavengers for the treatment of stroke, traumatic brain injury and agi ...  
The overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) is a common ...  
Full Text [Post-Print]

Causal Role of Apoptosis-Inducing Factor for Neuronal Cell Death Following Traumatic Brain Injury  
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) consists of two phases: an immediate phase in which damage is caused as ...

Domola Acid: detection methods, pharmacology, and toxicology  
Botana, Luis M. (Eds) Boca Raton: CRC Press. p. 397 - 430

Effects of the PAH retene on rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) immuni response  
St. Andrews, NB: Fisheries and Oceans Canada, p. 35

Can energy intake modify fish reproductive impacts of pulp and paper effluent exposure?
It assumed the form of an epidemic

Full Text [Post-Print] Use Permission: Contact Publisher
Check @ UPEI
UPEI Users Only: Check For Published Text
Excitatory amino acids in epilepsy: from the clinics to the laboratory


Check @UPEI

UPEI Users Only: Check for Full Text

Edit Metadata

- **Journal:** Amino Acids -Wien- Springer Verlag
- **Published By:** Springer Science Business Media
- **Publisher URL:** http://www.springerlink.com/
- **Prearchiving:** can
- **Postprints:** can

**Conditions**
- Authors own final version only can be archived
- Publisher's version/PDF cannot be used
- On authors website or institutional repository
- On funders designated websites/repository after 12 months at the funders request or as a result of legal obligation
- Published source must be acknowledged
- Must link to publisher version
- Set phrase to accompany link to published version (The original publication is available at www.springerlink.com)
- Articles in some journals can be made Open Access on payment of additional charge
- Rights: example copyright transfer statement and self-archiving Policy

**Romeo Colour:** green
Female immigration and Australia's early national identity


Check @ UPEI

UPEI Users Only: Check for Full Text

Upload Document

Browse

Full text

Document Version:

- PRE-PRINT
- POST-PRINT
- PUBLISHED PDF
- OTHER/UNPUBLISHED

Use Permission:

- Contact Publisher (I do not hold the copyright)
- Contact Author (I hold the copyright and wish to retain all rights)
- I hold the copyright and wish to assign the Creative Commons (by-no-nd) License to this item

I Certify:

- I certify that I have the right to upload this version.

Upload Please be patient. Document upload and conversion can take up to a few minutes.
• Synergies and related efforts - promote open
• Fedora/OJS integration
• Advanced/automated workflows for IslandScholar
• Developing new access approach for journals
Action #3

✓ No go for increases > 0%, lobby for decreases in license costs
✓ Lobby scholars and editors to move to OA journals
✓ Radicalize faculty/library staff
✓ Build IRs that encourage culture of open
✓ Build subject repositories
Transmogrification #3

Cyberinfrastructure and Research Support
Black Box

- Research groups often isolated
- Implement systems that are not open and restrict access to data
- Failure to work together expensive & counterproductive
- Trend towards open science / data needs more collaborative systems
- Big science = big money
Open Box

- Open collaborative frameworks
- Support full research life cycle
- Digital assets and metadata for any research object similar to library’s
- Funding helps build central infrastructure and flexible software
- Assets and framework sharable
Transmogrified

UPEI’s Islandora Project
CMTC - Virtual Research Environment

Digital Repository

CMTC Collections

Collection Description

Items in this Collection

1-7 of 7

Architectural Images of PEI
Arts-Net Atlantic Virtual Forum
Audiovisual Geographic Mapping
Island Studies PEI Music Archive
Island Studies Public Forum Repository
Rare Farming on PEI

CHIMES

No Photo Available
Digital Repository

100808-02-004: eudotea

Taxonomy

- Type: Algae
- Phylum:
- SubPhylum:
- Class:
- Order:
- Family:
- Genus: Eudotea
- Species:

Collection Location

- Date Collected:
- Site Name: SS- Runway 10
- Country: Bahamas
- Region: San Salvador
- Latitude: 24 03.688 N
- Longitude: 74 32.635 W
- Depth: 45 Feet

Fractions
- Add Fraction
- Key002-0 Fraction

Compounds

Find: library Next Previous Highlight all Match case
Ingest Object

Ingest Digital Object into vre:mnpl-fractions Step #1

Upload File

Content Models Available:

FRACTION

Content Models available in this collection. A Content Model defines what is allowed in a collection and what to do with a file when it is uploaded (An example may creating a thumbnail from an image).

Remove File After Ingest:

- Remove File from Drupal File system after ingest into Digital Repository

Remove the file from the drupal file system after ingest into the Digital Repository.

Please be patient. Once you click next there may be a number of files created. Depending on your Content Model this could take a few minutes to process.

Next
Toboggan

- Automated workflows
- Each VRE a subject repository
- Semantic data store down to individual research object
- Development of core set of content models for research
- Development of appliance using Islandora
Action #4

✓ Support local research collaboration

✓ Help build Canadian VRE framework

✓ Create interoperable research repositories

✓ Share code/metadata development
Transmogrification #4

Community Based Digitization
Black Box

* Google Books project another “big deal” with uncertain future impact
* Vendor vs Library digitization
* Adherence to open standards and open access less likely
* Lack of focus on local
* Info Commons threatened
Open Box

- Projects like OpenLibrary & Internet Archive more likely to remain truly open
- Local efforts at scanning hold more promise for patron relevance & better quality
- Allow open harvesting
- Page-level object model help build semantic web
DUE REPARATION WILL BE EXACTED

Sold Premier Asquith while discussing German treatment of British Prisoners and their manner of warfare.

(Congravens Report)

The time has come when the people will be asked to exact reparation. This reparation will not be limited to financial compensation, but will include the restoration of those who have been unjustly treated.

[Text continues...]

GERMANS AGAIN USE POISON GASES

And Gained Footing on Hill 60 Where Fighting Continues. All Other German Attacks Repulsed.

[Text continues...]

BISHOPS LETTER ON ABSTINENCE PLEDGE

FOR 'KING AND COUNTRY' BURLESQUE

[Text continues...]

Transmogrified

UPEI's IslandLives Project
Work Notes

General notes relating to the project.

- ABBYY
- Content Models
- Copyright and Permission Requests Workflow
- Distributed Proofreading
- Exporting Records from islandpines
- JP2000 and Djaloka Image Server
- Mashup: Using Exhibit to display Community History data
- Metadata
- Project Scope
- Sample Document Analysis: Stanhope, sands of time (20930)
- TEI Encoding

Student Project: XML Crosswalk from Finereader OCR XML Output to basic TEI P5

Add child page Printer-friendly version Add new comment
Mashup: Using Exhibit to display Community History data

Here’s a simple example of Exhibit using the Map and Tile Views for the materials in the Island Lives collection.

- [http://137.149.66.57:8888/exhibit/peihistory.html](http://137.149.66.57:8888/exhibit/peihistory.html)
  - points to our live community histories spreadsheet on google docs ... data is updated when spreadsheet is updated ... data could be pulled from fedora or any other source and reformatted in the proper json format.
  - additional geo data manually entered in the [http://137.149.66.57:8888/exhibit/peihistory.js](http://137.149.66.57:8888/exhibit/peihistory.js) file.

But we could utilize it for the timeline and geographic display of pei community history data.

About Exhibit

Exhibit is a [three tier web application framework](http://www.exhibit.org) written in javascript, which you can include like you would include Google Maps.

If you just want to show a few hundred records of data on maps, timelines, scatter plots, Interactive tables, etc., why bother learning SQL, ASP, PHP, CGI, or whatever when you can just use Exhibit?

To use Exhibit, you write: a simple data file, and an HTML file in which you specify how the data should be shown. Data + Presentation. That’s all there is to publishing, as it should be.

- Views
  - Tile View (Default View)
  - Thumbnail View
  - Map View, tutorial
  - Timeline View
Island Lives Permission Form

This form is for community history rights holders to grant permission for Robertson Library to digitize and display their community history in an online form in perpetuity. In granting this permission, your intention is not to surrender your intellectual property rights, but to promote and increase access to this work. Any derivative works stemming from this work, will carry the same license as indicated in this form.

Code you were provided:*  

Your Name:*  

Title of your Community History:*  

Your Role(s):*  

- sole author
- joint author
- editor
- joint editor
- researcher
- member of board or group publisher

Address Information:*  

Formatting options: Bold, Italic, Underline, Font size, Font style, and more.
153611 - Through the years the women's institutes of Prince Edward Island, 1913-1963, 1936-1972

Title: Through the years the women's institutes of Prince Edward Island, 1913-1963, 1936-1972

Author: Federated Women's Institutes of Prince Edward Island

Publisher: s.l. : s.n.

Physical Description: print 52 p.

Permissions: Karen Craig @ WI contacted and permission letter sent for all three Through the years ....

Attachment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attachment</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>153611_PermissionForm.pdf</td>
<td>113.77 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153611_PermissionRequestLetter.pdf</td>
<td>118.05 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI_community_histories.doc</td>
<td>33.5 KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add child page  Printer-friendly version  Add new comment
Toboggan

- Island histories and newspapers
- Integrated collections
- Mobile scanners
- Community editing and tagging
- Students helping create code
Action #5

- Partner with all heritage groups
- Involve community at ALL levels of projects
- Digitize everything, contribute to Internet Archive/OpenLibrary
- Public good as bottom line
Open Library

One web page for every book. (More...)

Scanned books only  Advanced Search

featuring 22,845,290 books
(including 1,064,822 with full-text)
Recent OCLC license changes

Mirror of Serials vendors

Worse, since it is US!

Harm to collaboration and innovation

Loss of information rights
Open Box

- World’s Bib records are perfect example of a common good
- Once in the commons innovative projects like Open Library emerge
- In 12 months WorldCat with same business model as today will be irrelevant
Why are we emulating the dysfunctional and damaging model of academics and publishers?
Main Page

From Project Gutenberg, the first producer of free electronic books (ebooks).

The Project Gutenberg collection was produced by tens of thousands of volunteers. You can help -- start here!

Project Gutenberg needs your pennies, nickels and dimes. An average of just one cent per eBook downloaded would make a huge difference. How to Donate

Free Books

Top 100 downloads, of millions downloaded each month, just from iBiblio.

Yes, we have Inaugural Addresses. Try eBook #4938. The inaugural address of President Obama will be available shortly after it is given.

There are over 27,000 free books in the Project Gutenberg Online Book Catalog.

A grand total of over 100,000 titles are available at Project Gutenberg Partners, Affiliates and Resources.

If you don't live in the United States, please check the copyright laws of your country before downloading or redistributing a book.

Site Map

The Online Book Catalog

- Online Catalog: main page with browsing options.
- Advanced Search: search page with more search options.
The whalebone whales of New England.

by Glover Morrill Allen

Published in 1916, Printed for the society with aid from the Gurdon Saltonstall fund (Boston)

By statement: By Glover M. Allen.

Series: Memoirs of the Boston society of natural history, v.8, no.2, Memoirs read before the Boston Society of Natural History -- v.8:2.

Pagination: 332 p.

Subject: Whales.
Explore, Create, Share, Transfer, Collaborate

- **Start Cataloging!** Launch the biblos.net application and start cataloging.
- **Chat** (Coming Soon!) IM your biblos.net friends in real time and set up group chats.
- **Inbox** Communicate with other biblos.net users, email style.

Help and Support

- **Partners** Partners provide support services on the biblos.net platform including Consulting, Training and Contract Cataloging.
- **Documentation** Read the biblos.net documentation.
- **Forums** Get plugged in! Post messages to the biblos.net forums.

My Account

- **My Account** Change your email address, password, or timezone.

News

- **News** Keep up with the latest news and announcements.

System Status

Check the system status of the biblos.net platform.

Who's online

There are currently 1 user and 4 guests online.

Online users

mleggott

Who's new

mleggott
jensfrue
pamela.warnob
lenn
swittr
New on Freebase

Getting Started

Freebase users have created bases about all kinds of things. Have a look around and join in or start your own.

This page will keep you in the loop on any changes happening in the bases you belong to.

Edgar Allan Poe  Los Angeles Bands  Computer Science

Freebase blog: January Freebase user group meeting
It's time for another Freebase user group meeting! Join us at Freebase HQ in San Francisco on...

Freebase blog: Meet the Freecbase bots
Do you recognize this man? Believe it or not, he's one of our biggest contributors to...

Freebase blog: 100,000 books
We've recently added over 100,000 books to Freebase, many with cover art, along with more...

Vote on flagged items

Merge these topics? Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee vs Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee

Merge these topics? Harbin Brewery vs Harbin Brewery Group

You've added: 185 facts
On Freebase since: May 17, 2007

Notifications

Topic about you
Jan 19, 2008

Featured Searches

Who was influenced by Karl Marx?

Featured Topic

Alien races
Books about animals gallery

gallery started by tsegaran for the Publishing Commons

There is no user-contributed description yet.

Showing 1 - 60 » prev next »

Sort: Date Added ▼  Show: All topics  Only topics with images

Moby-Dick
Author: Herman Melville
Also Typed With: Book, Adapted Work, Quotation Source, Dedicated Work, Published Work, more ▼

How to Eat Fried Worms
Author: Thomas Rockwell
Also Typed With: Book

Outcast of Redwall
Author: Brian Jacques
Also Typed With: Book

Mossflower
Author: Brian Jacques
Also Typed With: Book

Redwall
Author: Brian Jacques
Also Typed With: Book

Wolf Speaker
Author: Gary Paulsen
Also Typed With: Book

Jumanji
Author: Chris Van Allsburg
Also Typed With: Book

The Tailor of Gloucester
Author: Beatrix Potter
Also Typed With: Book

Salamandastron
Author: Brian Jacques
Also Typed With: Book

Transferring data from www.freebase.com...
The Edgar Allan Poe base is about all aspects of Poe's life, literary and otherwise. You will find information from Poe's written works and quotations, to film adaptations of his short stories, to historic sites dedicated to him, to notable people influenced... more

Edgar Allan Poe has Eddy: The Trial of Edgar Allan Poe for the Murder of Mary Rogers

Edgar Allan Poe's Works
Films Based on Edgar Allan Poe's Works
Edgar Allan Poe's Quotations
Fictions about Edgar Allan Poe

Weblinks
- Edgar Allan Poe Freebase Page
- Freebase List of hypotheses for Poe's cause of death
- National Park Service: Edgar Allan Poe National Historic Site
- Bronx Historical Society: Edgar Allan Poe Cottage
- National Park Service: Edgar Allan Poe National Historic Site
- The Poe Museum
- Poe Bicentennial Celebration Events 2009

Help
There are no help topics for this base yet.
Moby-Dick is an 1851 novel by Herman Melville. The story tells the adventures of the wandering sailor Ishmael and his voyage on the whaleship Pequod, commanded by Captain Ahab. Ishmael soon learns that Ahab seeks one specific whale, Moby-Dick, a white whale of tremendous size and ferocity. Comparatively few whaleships know of Moby-Dick, and fewer yet have encountered him. In a previous encounter, the whale destroyed Ahab's boat and bit off his leg. Ahab intends to take revenge. In Moby-Dick,.... full article at wikipedia
Toboggan

• Submitting records to OpenLibrary & Freebase instead of OCLC WorldCat

• Records will carry CC or public domain license

• UPEI Library will scan on demand for PEI material

• Creating IslandArchives
Action #6

✓ Cancel OCLC membership unless license changes
✓ Walk the Walk
✓ Embrace innovation
✓ Build true Library Commons
If you're a fan of *Harry Potter*, then you're quite familiar with the concept of an invisibility cloak. In his first year at Hogwarts Academy, Harry receives an invisibility cloak that used to belong to his father. As its name suggests, the invisibility cloak renders Harry invisible when he slips beneath the shining, silvery cloth.
Build Your Own Transmogrifier

- Open culture/meetings
- Adopt Open Source
- Have XML/metadata days
- Use Creative Commons
- Get in touch with your inner Potato Head
- Use cardboard boxes creatively
Questions?